In the field of evolutionary multi-criterion optimization, the hypervolume indicator is the only single set quality measure that is known to be strictly monotonic with regard to Pareto dominance: whenever a Pareto set approximation entirely dominates another one, then the indicator value of the dominant set will also be better. This property is of high interest and relevance for problems involving a large number of objective functions. However, the high computational effort required for hypervolume calculation has so far prevented the full exploitation of this indicator's potential; current hypervolume-based search algorithms are limited to problems with only a few objectives. This paper addresses this issue and proposes a fast search algorithm that uses Monte Carlo simulation to approximate the exact hypervolume values. The main idea is not that the actual indicator values are important, but rather that the rankings of solutions induced by the hypervolume indicator. In detail, we present HypE, a hypervolume estimation algorithm for multi-objective optimization, by which the accuracy of the estimates and the available computing resources can be traded off; thereby, not only do many-objective problems become feasible with hypervolume-based search, but also the runtime can be flexibly adapted. Moreover, we show how the same principle can be used to statistically compare the outcomes of different multi-objective optimizers with respect to the hypervolume-so far, statistical testing has been restricted to scenarios with few objectives. The experimental results indicate that HypE is highly effective for many-objective problems in comparison to existing multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.
Motivation
The vast majority of studies in the field of evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) are concerned with the following set problem: find a set of solutions that as a whole represents a good approximation of the Pareto-optimal set. To this end, the original multi-objective problem consisting of
• the decision space X,
• the objective space Z = R n ,
• a vector function f = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n ) comprising n objective functions f i : X → R, which are without loss of generality to be minimized, and
• a relation ≤ on Z, which induces a preference relation on X with a b :⇔ f (a) ≤ f (b) for a, b ∈ X, is usually transformed into a single-objective set problem . The search space of the resulting set problem includes all possible Pareto set approximations, 1 that is, contains all multisets over X. The preference relation can be used to define a corresponding set preference relation on where A B :⇔ ∀b ∈ B ∃a ∈ A : a b
for all Pareto set approximations A, B ∈ . In the following, we will assume that weak Pareto dominance is the underlying preference relation (cf. Zitzler et al., 2008) .
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A key question when tackling such a set problem is how to define the optimization criterion. Many multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) implement a combination of Pareto dominance on sets and a diversity measure based on Euclidean distance in the objective space, for example, NSGA-II (Deb et al., 2000) and SPEA2 (Zitzler et al., 2002) . While these methods have been successfully employed in various bi-objective optimization scenarios, they appear to have difficulties when the number of objectives increases (Wagner et al., 2007) . As a consequence, researchers have tried to develop alternative concepts, and a recent trend is to use set quality measures, also denoted as quality indicators, for search-so far, they have mainly been used for performance assessment. Of particular interest in this context is the hypervolume indicator Thiele, 1998a, 1999) as it is the only quality indicator known to be fully sensitive to Pareto dominance-a property especially desirable when multi-objective functions are involved.
Several hypervolume-based MOEAs have been proposed (e.g., Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007) , but their main drawback is their extreme computational overhead. Although there have been recent studies presenting improved algorithms for hypervolume calculation, currently high-dimensional problems with six or more objectives are infeasible for these MOEAs. Therefore, the question is whether and how fast hypervolume-based search algorithms can be designed that exploit the advantages of the hypervolume indicator and at the same time are scalable with respect to the number of objectives. 1 Here, a Pareto set approximation may also contain dominated solutions as well as duplicates, in contrast to the notation in Zitzler et al. (2003) . 2 For reasons of simplicity, we will use the term "u weakly dominates v" resp. "u dominates v" independently of whether u and v are elements of X, Z, or . For instance, A weakly dominates b with A ∈ and b ∈ X means A {b} and a dominates z with a ∈ X and z ∈ Z means f (a) ≤ z ∧ z ≤ f (a).
A first attempt in this direction has been presented in Bader et al. (2010) . The main idea is to estimate-by means of Monte Carlo simulation-the ranking of the individuals that is induced by the hypervolume indicator and not to determine the exact indicator values. This paper proposes an advanced method called HypE (hypervolume estimation algorithm for multi-objective optimization) that is based on the same idea, but uses more effective fitness assignment and sampling strategies. In detail, the main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. A novel method to assign fitness values to individuals based on the hypervolume indicator-for both mating and environmental selection; 2. A hypervolume-based search algorithm (HypE) using Monte Carlo simulation that can be applied to problems with arbitrarily many objectives; 3. A statistical testing procedure that allows us to compare the outcomes of different multi-objective optimizers with respect to the hypervolume indicator in manyobjective scenarios.
As we will show in the following, the proposed search algorithm can be easily tuned regarding the available computing resources and the number of objectives involved. Thereby, it opens a new perspective on how to treat many-objective problems, and the presented concepts may also be helpful for other types of quality indicators to be integrated in the optimization process.
A Brief Review of Hypervolume-Related Research
The hypervolume indicator was originally proposed and employed by Thiele (1998b, 1999) to quantitatively compare the outcomes of different MOEAs. In these two first publications, the indicator was denoted as "size of the space covered," and later also other terms such as "hyperarea metric" (Van Veldhuizen, 1999) , "S-metric" (Zitzler, 1999) , "hypervolume indicator" , and hypervolume measure were used. Besides the names, there are also different definitions available, based on polytopes (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) , the Lebesgue measure (Laumanns et al., 1999; Knowles, 2002; Fleischer, 2003) , or the attainment function . As to hypervolume calculation, the first algorithms (Zitzler, 2001; Knowles, 2002 ) operated recursively and in each recursion step the number of objectives was decremented; the underlying principle is known as the hypervolume by slicing objectives approach . While the method used by Thiele (1998b, 1999) was never published (only the source code is publicly available, Zitzler, 2001 ), Knowles (2002) independently proposed and described a similar method. A few years later, this approach was systematically studied for the first time and heuristics to accelerate the computation were proposed in the study of While et al. (2005 While et al. ( , 2006 . All these algorithms have a worst-case runtime complexity that is exponential in the number of objectives, more specifically O (N n-1 ) where N is the number of solutions considered (Knowles, 2002; While et al., 2006) . A different approach was presented by Fleischer (2003) who mistakenly claimed a polynomial worst-case runtime complexity; and While (2005) showed that it is exponential in n as well. Recently, advanced algorithms for hypervolume calculation have been proposed, a dimension-sweep method (Fonseca et al., 2006) with a worst-case runtime complexity of O(N n-2 log N ), and a specialized algorithm related to Evolutionary Computation Volume 19, Number 1 the Klee measure problem (Beume and Rudolph, 2006 ) the runtime of which is in the worst case of order O(N log N + N n/2 ). Furthermore, Yang and Ding (2007) described an algorithm for which they claim a worst-case runtime complexity of O ((n/2) N ). The fact that there is no exact polynomial algorithm available gave rise to the hypothesis that this problem in general is hard to solve, although the tightest known lower bound is of order (N log N ) . New results substantiate this hypothesis: Bringmann and Friedrich (2008) have proven that the problem of computing the hypervolume is #P -complete, that is, it is expected that no polynomial algorithm exists since this would imply NP = P .
The complexity of the hypervolume calculation in terms of programming and computation time may explain why this measure was seldom used until 2003. However, this changed with the advent of theoretical studies that provided evidence for a unique property of this indicator (Knowles and Corne, 2002; Zitzler et al., 2003; Fleischer, 2003) : it is the only indicator known to be strictly monotonic with respect to Pareto dominance and thereby guaranteeing that the Pareto-optimal front achieves the maximum hypervolume possible, while any worse set will be assigned a worse indicator value. This property is especially desirable with many-objective problems and since classical MOEAs have been shown to have difficulties in such scenarios (Wagner et al., 2007) , a trend can be observed in the literature to directly use the hypervolume indicator for search.
Knowles and Corne were the first to propose the integration of the hypervolume indicator into the optimization process (Knowles, 2002; Knowles and Corne, 2003) . In particular, they described a strategy to maintain a separate, bounded archive of nondominated solutions based on the hypervolume indicator. Huband et al. (2003) presented an MOEA which includes a modified SPEA2 environmental selection procedure where a hypervolume-related measure replaces the original density estimation technique. In the work of Zitzler and Künzli (2004) , the binary hypervolume indicator was used to compare individuals and to assign corresponding fitness values within a general indicator-based evolutionary algorithm (IBEA). The first MOEA tailored specifically to the hypervolume indicator was described by Emmerich et al. (2005) ; it combines nondominated sorting with the hypervolume indicator and considers one offspring per generation (steady state). Similar fitness assignment strategies were later adopted by Zitzler et al. (2007) and Igel et al. (2007) , and also other search algorithms were proposed where the hypervolume indicator is partially used for search guidance (Nicolini, 2005; Mostaghim et al., 2007) . Moreover, specific aspects such as hypervolume-based environmental selection (Bradstreet et al., 2006 (Bradstreet et al., , 2007 Bradstreet, 2009 ; see also Section 3.2), and explicit gradient determination for hypervolume landscapes have been investigated recently.
To date, the hypervolume indicator is one of the most popular set quality measures. For instance, almost one fourth of the papers published in the proceedings of the EMO 2007 conference (Obayashi et al., 2007) report on the use of or are dedicated to the hypervolume indicator. However, there are still two major drawbacks that current research acitivities try to tackle: (i) the high computation effort and (ii) the bias of the indicator in terms of user preferences. The former issue has been addressed in different ways: by automatically reducing the number of objectives and by approximating the indicator values using Monte Carlo methods (Everson et al., 2002; Bader et al., 2010) . Everson et al. (2002) used a basic Monte Carlo technique for performance assessment in order to estimate the values of the binary hypervolume indicator (Zitzler, 1999) ; with their approach the error ratio is not polynomially bounded. In contrast, the scheme presented in Bringmann and Friedrich (2008) is a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme where the error ratio is polynomial in the input size. The issue of statistically comparing hypervolume estimates was not addressed in these two papers. Another study by Bader et al. (2010) -a precursor study for the present paper-employed Monte Carlo simulation for fast hypervolume-based search. As to the bias issue, first proof-of-principle results were presented by Zitzler et al. (2007) that demonstrate this, and also show how the hypervolume indicator can be adapted to different user preferences.
Hypervolume-Based Fitness Assignment
When considering the hypervolume indicator as the objective function of the underlying set problem, the main question is how to make use of this measure within a multiobjective optimizer to guide the search. In the context of an MOEA, this refers to selection and one can distinguish two situations:
1. The selection of solutions to be varied (mating selection).
2. The selection of solutions to be kept in memory (environmental selection).
Since the indicator as such operates on (multi)sets of solutions, while selection considers single solutions, a strategy for assigning fitness values to solutions is required. Most hypervolume-based algorithms first perform a nondominated sorting and then rank solutions within a particular front according to the hypervolume loss that results from the removal of a specific solution (Knowles and Corne, 2003; Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Bader et al., 2010) . In the following, we propose a generalized fitness assignment strategy that takes into account the entire objective space weakly dominated by a population. We will first provide a basic scheme for mating selection and then present an extension for environmental selection. Afterward, we briefly discuss how the fitness values can be computed exactly using a slightly modified hypervolume calculation algorithm.
Basic Scheme for Mating Selection
To begin with, we formally define the hypervolume indicator as a basis for the following discussions. Different definitions can be found in the literature, and here we use the one from Zitzler et al. (2008) which draws upon the Lebesgue measure as proposed by Laumanns et al. (1999) and considers a reference set of objective vectors. DEFINITION 1: Let A ∈ be a Pareto set approximation and R ⊂ Z be a reference set of mutually nondominating objective vectors. Then the hypervolume indicator I H can be defined as
where The set H (A, R) denotes the set of objective vectors that are enclosed by the front f (A) given by A and the reference set R.
The subspace H (A, R) of Z can be further split into partitions H (S, A, R), each associated with a specific subset S ⊆ A:
The set H (S, A, R) ⊆ Z represents the portion of the objective space that is jointly weakly dominated by the solutions in S and not weakly dominated by any other solution in A.
which is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). That the partitions are disjoint can be easily shown: Assume that there are two nonidentical subsets S 1 , S 2 of A for which H (S 1 , A, R) ∩ H (S 2 , A, R) = ∅; since the sets are not identical, there exists with loss of generality an element a ∈ S 1 which is not contained in S 2 ; from the above definition it follows that H ({a}, R) ⊇ H (S 1 , A, R) and therefore H ({a}, R) ∩ H (S 2 , A, R) = ∅; the latter statement leads to a contradiction since H ({a}, R) cannot be part of H (S 2 , A, R) when a ∈ S 2 . In practice, it is infeasible to determine all distinct H (S, A, R) due to combinatorial explosion. Instead, we consider a more compact splitting of the dominated objective space that refers to single solutions:
According to this definition, H i (a, A, R) stands for the portion of the objective space that is jointly and solely weakly dominated by a and any i − 1 further solutions from A (see Figure 1 (b) (a, A, R) . Now, given an arbitrary population P ∈ one obtains for each solution a contained in P a vector (λ(H 1 (a, P , R)), λ(H 2 (a, P , R)), . . . , λ(H |P | (a, P , R))) of hypervolume contributions. These vectors can be used to assign fitness values to solutions; Section 3.3 describes how the corresponding values λ(H i (a, A, R)) can be computed. While most hypervolume-based search algorithms only take the first components, that is, λ(H 1 (a, P , R)), into account, we propose the following scheme to aggregate the hypervolume contributions into a single scalar value. 
gives for each solution a ∈ A the hypervolume that can be attributed to a with regard to the overall hypervolume I H (A, R).
The motivation behind this definition is simple: the hypervolume contribution of each partition H (S, A, R) is shared equally among the dominating solutions s ∈ S. That means the portion of Z solely weakly dominated by a specific solution a is fully attributed to a, the portion of Z that a weakly dominates together with another solution b is attributed half to a and so forth (this principle is illustrated in Figure 2) . Thereby, the overall hypervolume is distributed among the distinct solutions according to their hypervolume contributions as the following theorem shows (the proof can be found in the technical report by Bader and Zitzler, 2008) . Note that this scheme does not require that the solutions of the considered Pareto set approximation A are mutually nondominating; it applies to nondominated and dominated solutions alike.
THEOREM 1: Let A ∈ and R ⊂ Z. Then it holds
Evolutionary Computation Volume 19, Number 1 Figure 3 : Shows for an example population the selection probabilities for the population members (left). The sizes of the points correlate with the corresponding selection probabilities. As one can see on the right, the overall selection probability for the shaded area does not change when dominated solutions are added to the population.
This aggregation method has some desirable properties that make it well suited to mating selection where the fitness F a of a population member a ∈ P is F a = I h (a, P , R) and the corresponding selection probability p a equals F a /I H (P , R). As Figure 3 demonstrates, the accumulated selection probability remains the same for any subspace H ({a}, R) with a ∈ P , independently of how many individuals b ∈ P are mapped to H ({a}, R) and how the individuals are located within H ({a}, R). This can be formally stated in the next theorem; the proof can again be found in Bader and Zitzler (2008 
Since the selection probability per subspace is constant as long as the overall hypervolume value does not change, adding dominated solutions to the population leads to a redistribution of the selection probabilities and thereby implements a natural niching mechanism. Another advantage of this fitness assignment scheme is that it takes all hypervolume contributions H i (a, P , R) for 1 ≤ i ≤ |P | into account. As will be discussed in Section 4, this allows us to more accurately estimate the ranking of the individuals according to their fitness values when using Monte Carlo simulation.
In order to study the usefulness of this fitness assignment strategy, we consider the following experiment. A standard evolutionary algorithm implementing pure nondominated sorting fitness is applied to a selected test function (bi-objective WFG1 ) using the setting as described in Section 6) and run for 100 generations. Then mating selection is carried out on the resulting population, that is, the individuals are reevaluated using the fitness scheme under consideration and offspring are generated employing binary tournament selection with replacement and corresponding variation operators. The hypervolume of the (multi)set of offspring is taken as an indicator for the effectiveness of the fitness assignment scheme. By comparing the resulting hypervolume values for different strategies [constant fitness leading to uniform selection, nondominated sorting plus λ(H 1 (a, P , R)), and the proposed fitness according to Table 1 : Comparison of three fitness assignment schemes: (1) constant fitness, (2) nondominated sorting plus λ(H 1 (a, P , R)), and (3) the proposed method. Each value gives the percentage of cases where the method associated with that row yields a higher hypervolume value than the method associated with the corresponding column.
Constant (1) Standard (2) New (3) Constant (
Definition 2] and for 100 repetitions of this experiment, we can investigate the influence of the fitness assignment strategy on the mating selection process. The Quade test, a modification of Friedman's test which has more power when comparing few treatments (Conover, 1999) , reveals that there are significant differences in the quality of the generated offspring populations at a significance level of 0.01 (test statistics: T 3 = 12.2). Performing post hoc pairwise comparisons following Conover (1999) using the same significance level as in the Quade test provides evidence that the proposed fitness strategy can have advantages over the other two strategies, as can be seen in Table 1 ; in the considered setting, the hypervolume values achieved are significantly better. The standard hypervolume-based fitness significantly outperforms the constant fitness. Note that the required computation resources need to be taken into account. In practice, this means that the advantage over uniform selection may diminish when fitness computation becomes expensive. This aspect will be investigated in Section 6.
Next, we will extend and generalize the fitness assignment scheme with regard to the environmental selection phase.
Extended Scheme for Environmental Selection
In the context of hypervolume-based multi-objective search, environmental selection can be formulated in terms of the hypervolume subset selection problem (HSSP).
, |A|}. The hypervolume subset selection problem (HSSP) is defined as the problem of finding a subset A ⊆ A with |A | = |A| − k such that the overall hypervolume loss is minimized, that is,
Here, we assume that parents and offspring have been merged into a single population P which then needs to be truncated by removing k solutions. Since dominated solutions in the population do not affect the overall hypervolume, they can be deleted first; therefore, we assume in the following that all solutions in P are incomparable 3 or indifferent 4 to each other. The figure shows (i) which portion of the objective space remains dominated if any two solutions are removed from A (shaded area), and (ii) the probability p that a particular area that can be attributed to a ∈ A is lost if a is removed from A together with any other solution in A.
If k = 1, then HSSP can be solved exactly by removing that solution a from the population P with the lowest value λ(H 1 (a, P , R)); this is the principle implemented in most hypervolume-based MOEAs which consider one offspring per generation (e.g., Knowles and Corne, 2003; Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007) . However, it has been recently shown that exchanging only one solution in the population as is done with steady state MOEAs (k = 1) may lead to premature convergence to a local optimum in the hypervolume landscape . This problem can be avoided when generating at least as many offspring as parents are available, that is, k ≥ |P |/2.
For arbitrary values of k, dynamic programming can be used to solve HSSP in a bi-objective setting; in the presence of three or more objectives, it is an open problem whether HSSP becomes NP-hard. In practice, a greedy heuristic is employed to obtain an approximation (Zitzler and Künzli, 2004; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007) : all solutions are evaluated with respect to their usefulness and the l least important solutions are removed where l is a prespecified parameter. Most popular are the following two approaches:
1. Iterative (l = 1): The greedy heuristic is applied k times in a row; each time, the worst solution is removed and afterward the remaining solutions are re-evaluated.
One shot (l = k):
The greedy heuristic is only applied once; the solutions are evaluated and the k worst solutions are removed in one step.
Best results are usually obtained using the iterative approach, as the reevaluation increases the quality of the generated approximation. In contrast, the one-shot approach substantially reduces the computation effort, but the quality of the resulting subset is lower. In the context of density-based MOEAs, the first approach is for instance used in SPEA2, while the second is employed in NSGA-II. The key issue with respect to the above greedy strategy is how to evaluate the usefulness of a solution. The scheme presented in Definition 2 has the drawback that portions of the objective space are taken into account that definitely will not change. Consider, for instance, a population with four solutions as shown in Figure 4 ; when two solutions need to be removed (k = 2), then the subspaces H ({a, b, c}, P , R), H ({b, c, d}, P , R) , and H ({a, b, c, d}, P , R) remain weakly dominated independently of which solutions are deleted. This observation led to the idea of considering the expected loss in hypervolume that can be attributed to a particular solution when exactly k solutions are removed. In detail, we consider for each a ∈ P the average hypervolume loss over all subsets S ⊆ P that contain a and k − 1 further solutions; this value can be easily computed by slightly extending the scheme from Definition 2 as follows.
where S = {S ⊆ A ; a ∈ S ∧ |S| = k} contains all subsets of A that include a and have cardinality k gives for each solution a ∈ A, the expected hypervolume loss that can be attributed to a when a and k − 1 uniformly randomly chosen solutions from A are removed from A.
, that is, this modified scheme can be regarded as a generalization of the scheme presented in Definition 2 and the commonly used fitness assignment strategy for hypervolumebased search (Knowles and Corne, 2003; Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Bader et al., 2010 ). The next theorem shows how to calculate I k h (a, A, R) without averaging over all subsets S ∈ S; the proof can be found in Bader and Zitzler (2008) .
Next, we will study the effectiveness of I k h (a, A, R) for approximating the optimal HSSP solution. To this end, we assume that for the iterative greedy strategy (l = 1) in the first round the values I k h (a, A, R) are considered, in the second round the values I k-1 h (a, A, R), and so forth; each time an individual assigned the lowest value is selected for removal. For the one-step greedy method (l = k), only the I k h (a, A, R) values are considered. Table 2 provides a comparison of the different techniques for 100,000 randomly chosen Pareto set approximations A ∈ containing 10 incomparable solutions, where the 10 points are randomly distributed on a three dimensional unit simplex, that is, we consider a three objective scenario. The parameter k was set to 5, so that half of the solutions needed to be removed. The relatively small numbers were chosen so that the optimal subsets could be computed by enumeration. Thereby, the maximum hypervolume values achievable could be determined.
The comparison reveals that the new fitness assignment scheme is in the considered scenario more effective in approximating HSSP than the standard scheme. The mean relative distance (see Table 2 ) to the optimal solution is about 60% smaller than the distance achieved using I 1 h in the iterative case and about 44% smaller in the one shot case. Furthermore, the optimum was found much more often in comparison to the standard fitness: 34% more often for the iterative approach and 497% in the one shot scenario.
Finally, note that the proposed evaluation function I k h will be combined with nondominated sorting for environmental selection (cf. Section 5), similar to work done Evolutionary Computation Volume 19, Number 1 ) and the standard hypervolume fitness (I 1 h ); as a reference, purely random deletions are considered as well. The first column gives the portion of cases in which an optimal subset was generated; the second column provides the average difference in hypervolume between optimal and the generated subset. The last two columns reflect the direct comparisons between the two fitness schemes for each greedy approach (iterative, one shot) separately; they give the percentages of cases where the corresponding method was better than or equal to the other one. elsewhere (Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007; Zitzler et al., 2007; Bader et al., 2010) . One reason is computation time: with nondominated sorting, the worst dominated solutions can be removed quickly without invoking the hypervolume calculation algorithm; this advantage mainly applies to low-dimensional problems and to the early stage of the search process. Another reason is that the full benefits of the scheme proposed in Definition 4 can be exploited when the Pareto set approximation A under consideration only contains incomparable and indifferent solutions; otherwise, it cannot be guaranteed that nondominated solutions are preferred over dominated ones.
Exact Calculation of I k h
In this subsection, we tackle the question of how to calculate the fitness values for a given population P ∈ . We present an algorithm that determines the values I k h (a, P , R) for all elements a ∈ P and a fixed k. In the case of mating selection, k equals |P |, and in the case of environmental selection, k is the number of solutions to be removed from P . The algorithm operates according to the hypervolume by slicing objectives principle (Zitzler, 2001; Knowles, 2002; While et al., 2006) , but differs from existing methods in that it allows: (i) for the consideration of a set R of reference points and (ii) for all fitness values, to be computed, for example, the I 1 h (a, P , R) values for k = 1, in parallel for any number of objectives instead of subsequently as in the work of Beume, Naujoks, et al. (2007) . Although it looks at all partitions H (S, P , R) with S ⊆ P explicitly, the worst case runtime complexity is not affected by this; it is of order O(|P | n + n|P | log |P |), assuming that sorting of the solutions in all dimensions is carried out as a preprocessing step. Please note that faster hypervolume calculation algorithms exists, most notably the algorithm by Beume and Rudolph (2006) . 5 Clearly, the algorithm is only feasible for a low number of objectives, and the next section discusses how the fitness values can be estimated using Monte Carlo methods. 5 Adjusting this method to the fitness measure I k h is not straightforward, hence only the extension of the basic HSO approach is demonstrated here. The main focus of the paper is to compare the algorithms with respect to fixed numbers of generations, while in all runtime results reported the hypervolume algorithms are comparable relative to one another, benefiting to the same extent from faster implementations.
Algorithm 1 Hypervolume-Based Fitness Value Computation
Require: population P ∈ , reference set R ⊆ Z, fitness parameter k ∈ N 1: procedure computeHypervolume(P , R, k) 2:
return doSlicing(F, R, k, n, 1, (∞, ∞, . . . , ∞)); 4: end procedure Algorithm 2 Recursive Objective Space Partitioning Require: current fitness assignment F, reference set R ⊆ Z, fitness parameter k ∈ N,
/*filter out relevant solutions and reference points*/ 3:
UR ← (r 1 ,...,r n )∈R, ∀i<j ≤n: r j ≥z j {(r 1 , . . . , r n )} 5:
for all (a, v) ∈ F do /*update hypervolumes of filtered solutions*/ 9:
else 12: 
if U = ∅ then 22: return F 29: end procedure Details of the procedure are given by Algorithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 1 just provides the top level call to the recursive function doSlicing and returns a fitness assignment F, a multiset containing for each a ∈ P a corresponding pair (a, v) where v is the fitness value. Note that n at Line 3 denotes the number of objectives. Algorithm 2 recursively cuts the dominated space into hyperrectangles and returns a (partial) fitness assignment Evolutionary Computation Volume 19, Number 1 Figure 5 : Illustration of the principle underlying Algorithm 2 where one looks from (−∞, −∞, −∞) on the front except for the lower left picture where one looks from (∞, −∞, ∞) to the origin. First, the dominated polytope is cut along the third dimension leading to five slices, which are again cut along the second dimension and finally along the first dimension. In contrast to existing hypervolume by slicing objectives algorithms, dominated points are also carried along. F . At each recursion level, a scan is performed along a specific objective-given by i-with u * representing the current scan position. The vector (z 1 , . . . , z n ) contains for all dimensions the scan positions, and at each invocation of doSlicing solutions (more precisely: their objective vectors) and reference points are filtered out according to these scan positions (Lines 3 and 4) where dominated solutions may also be selected, in contrast to previous algorithms (Zitzler, 2001; Knowles, 2002; While et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the partial volume V is updated before recursively invoking Algorithm 2 based on the distance to the next scan position. At the lowest recursion level (i = 0), the variable V gives the hypervolume of the partition H (A, P , R), that is, V = λ(H (A, P , R)) where A stands for the remaining solutions fulfilling the bounds given by the vector (z 1 , . . . , z n ), and UP contains the objective vectors corresponding to A (see Line 3). Since the fitness according to Definition 4 is additive with respect to the partitions, for each a ∈ A the partial fitness value v can be updated by adding
Note that the population is a multiset, that is, it may contain indifferent solutions or even duplicates; therefore, all the other sets in the algorithms are multisets.
The following example illustrates the working principle of the hypervolume computation. 
At this recursion level with i = 1, in the second iteration it holds u * = f 1 (c) = −6 and V = 1 · 4 · 1 · (−4 − (−6)) = 8. When calling doSlicing at this stage, the last recursion level is reached (i = 0): First, α is computed based on the population size N = 4, the number of individuals dominating the hyperrectangle (|UP| = 2), and the fitness parameter k = 2, which yields α = 1/3; then for b and c, the fitness values are increased by adding α · V /|UP| = 4/3.
Applying this procedure to all slices at a particular recursion level identifies all hyperrectangles which constitute the portion of the objective space enclosed by the population and the reference set.
Estimating Hypervolume Contributions Using Monte Carlo Simulation
As outlined above, the computation of the proposed hypervolume-based fitness scheme is so expensive that only problems with a maximum of four or five objectives are For this purpose, a sampling space S ⊆ Z has to be defined with the following properties: (i) the hypervolume of S can easily be computed, (ii) samples from the space S can be generated quickly, and (iii) S is a superset of the domains H i (a, P , R) the hypervolumes of which one would like to approximate. The latter condition is met by setting S = H (P , R), but since it is hard both to calculate the Lebesgue measure of this sampling space and to draw samples from it, we propose using the axis-aligned minimum bounding box containing the H i (a, P , R) subspaces instead, as in the following
where
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence, the volume V of the sampling space S is given by
Now given S, sampling is carried out by selecting M objective vectors s 1 , . . . , s M from S uniformly at random. For each s j the algorithm checks whether it lies in any partition H i (a, P , R) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and a ∈ P . This can be determined in two steps: first, it is verified that s j is "below" the reference set R, that is, there exists r ∈ R that is dominated by s j ; second, it is verified that the multiset A of those population members dominating s j is not empty. If both conditions are fulfilled, then we know that-given A-the sampling point s j lies in all partitions H i (a, P , R) where i = |A| and a ∈ A. This situation will be denoted as a hit regarding the ith partition of a. If any of the two above conditions is not fulfilled, then we call s j a miss. Let X (i,a) j denote the corresponding random variable that is equal to 1 in case of a hit of s j regarding the ith partition of a and 0 otherwise.
Based on the M sampling points, we obtain an estimate for λ(H i (a, P , R)) by simply counting the number of hits and multiplying the hit ratio with the volume of the sampling boxλ
This value approaches the exact value λ(H i (a, P , R)) with increasing M by the law of large numbers. Due to the linearity of the expectation operator, the fitness scheme according to Equation (11) can be approximated by replacing the Lebesgue measure with the respective estimates given by Equation (18):
Algorithm 3 Hypervolume-based Fitness Value Estimation
Require: population P ∈ , reference set R ⊆ Z, fitness parameter k ∈ N, number of sampling points M ∈ N 1: procedure estimateHypervolume(P , R, k, M) 
F ← a∈P {(a, 0)} /*reset fitness assignment*/ 
else 20: The details of the estimation procedure are described by Algorithm 3 which returns a fitness assignment, that is, for each a ∈ P the corresponding hypervolume estimatê I k h (a, P , R). It will be used later by the EA presented in Section 5. Note that the partitions H i (a, P , R) with i > k do not need to be considered for the fitness calculation as they do not contribute to the I k h values that we would like to estimate (refer to Definition 4). In order to study how closely the sample size M and the accuracy of the estimates are related, a simple experiment was carried out: 10 imaginary individuals a ∈ A were generated, the objective vectors f (a) of which are uniformly distributed at random on a three dimensional unit simplex, similar to the experiments presented in Table 2 . These individuals were then ranked on the one hand according to the estimatesÎ |A| h and on the other hand with respect to the exact values I |A| h . The closer the former ranking is to the latter ranking, the higher is the accuracy of the estimation procedure given by Algorithm 3. In order to quantify the differences between the two rankings, we calculated the percentage of all pairs (i, j ) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |A| where the individuals 
Algorithm 4 HypE Main Loop
Require: reference set R ⊆ Z, population size N ∈ N, number of generations g max , number of sampling points M ∈ N 1: initialize population P by selecting N solutions from X uniformly at random 2: g ← 0 3: while g ≤ g max do 4:
g ← g + 1 8: end while at the ith position and the j th position in the ranking according to I |A| h have the same order in the ranking according toÎ |A| h (see Scharnow et al., 2004) . The experiment was repeated for different numbers of sampling points as shown in Table 3 . The experimental results indicate that 10,000 samples are necessary to achieve an error below 5% and that 10,000,000 sampling points are sufficient in this setting to obtain the exact ranking.
Seeing the close relationship between sample size and accuracy, one may ask whether M can be adjusted automatically on the basis of confidence intervals. In the technical report of Bader and Zitzler (2008) , confidence intervals are derived for the sampled fitness values. Based on these, an adaptive version of the sampling procedure is presented and compared to the strategy using a fixed number of samples.
HypE: Hypervolume Estimation Algorithm for Multi-Objective Optimization
In this section, we describe an evolutionary algorithm named HypE, which is based on the fitness assignment schemes presented in the previous sections. When the number of objectives is small (≤3), the hypervolume values I k h are computed exactly using Algorithm 1; otherwise they are estimated based on Algorithm 3.
The main loop of HypE is given by Algorithm 4. It reflects a standard evolutionary algorithm and consists of the successive application of mating selection (Algorithm 5), variation, and environmental selection (Algorithm 6). As to mating selection, binary tournament selection is proposed here, although any other selection scheme could be return Q 17: end procedure used as well. The procedure variation encapsulates the application of mutation and recombination operators to generate N offspring. Finally, environmental selection aims at selecting the most promising N solutions from the multiset-union of parent population and offspring; more precisely, it creates a new population by carrying out the following two steps:
1. First, the union of parents and offspring is divided into disjoint partitions using the principle of nondominated sorting (Goldberg, 1989; Deb et al., 2000) , also known as dominance depth. Starting with the lowest dominance depth level, the partitions are moved one by one to the new population as long as the first partition is reached that cannot be transfered completely. This corresponds to the scheme used in most hypervolume-based multi-objective optimizers (Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007) .
2. The partition that only fits partially into the new population is then processed using the method presented in Section 3.2. In each step, the fitness values for the partition under consideration are computed and the individual with the worst fitness is removed-if multiple individuals share the same minimal fitness, then one of them is selected uniformly at random. This procedure is repeated until the partition has been reduced to the desired size, that is, until it fits into the remaining slots left in the new population.
Concerning the fitness assignment, the number of objectives determines whether the exact or the estimated I 
for all a ∈ P do /*determine current nondominated set in P */ 
return Q 37: end procedure values I k h , regardless of the confidence of the decision to be made; hence, the variance of the estimates does not need to be calculated and it is sufficient to update for each sample drawn an array storing the fitness values of the population members.
Experiments
This section serves two goals: (i) to investigate the influence of specific algorithmic concepts (fitness, sample size) on the performance of HypE, and (ii) to study the effectiveness of HypE in comparison to existing MOEAs. A difficulty that arises in this context is how to statistically compare the quality of Pareto set approximations with respect to the hypervolume indicator when a large number of objectives (n ≥ 5) is considered. In this case, exact computation of the hypervolume becomes infeasible; to this end, we propose Monte Carlo sampling using appropriate statistical tools as detailed below.
Experimental Setup
HypE is implemented within the PISA framework (Bleuler et al., 2003) and tested in two versions: the first (HypE) uses fitness-based mating selection as described in Algorithm 5, while the second (HypE*) employs a uniform mating selection scheme where all individuals have the same probability of being chosen for reproduction. Unless stated otherwise, for sampling the number of sampling points is fixed to M = 10,000, kept constant during a run.
HypE and HypE* are compared to three popular MOEAs, namely NSGA-II (Deb et al., 2000) , SPEA2 (Zitzler et al., 2002) , and IBEA (in combination with the -indicator) (Zitzler and Künzli, 2004) . Since these algorithms are not designed to optimize the hypervolume, it cannot be expected that they perform particularly well when measuring the quality of the approximation in terms of the hypervolume indicator. Nevertheless, they serve as an important reference as they are considerably faster than hypervolumebased search algorithms and therefore can execute a substantially larger number of generations when keeping the available computation time fixed. On the other hand, dedicated hypervolume-based methods are included in the comparisons. The algorithms proposed in previous works (Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007) use the same fitness assignment scheme which can be mimicked by means of a HypE variant that only uses the I 1 h values for fitness assignment, that is, k is set to 1, and employs the routine for exact hypervolume calculation (Algorithm 1). We will refer to this approach as RHV (regular hypervolume-based algorithm), where the acronym RHV* stands for the variant that uses uniform selection for mating. However, we do not provide comparisons to the original implementations of Emmerich et al. (2005) , Igel et al. (2007) , and Brockhoff and Zitzler (2007) , because the focus is on the fitness assignment principles and not on specific data structures for fast hypervolume calculation as in Emmerich et al. (2005) or specific variation operators as in Igel et al. (2007) . Furthermore, we consider the sampling-based optimizer proposed by Bader et al. (2010) , here denoted as SHV (sampling-based hypervolume-oriented algorithm); it more or less corresponds to RHV with adaptive sampling. Finally, to study the influence of the nondominated sorting, we also include a simple HypE variant named RS (random selection) where all individuals are assigned the same constant fitness value. Thereby, the selection pressure is only maintained by the nondominated sorting carried out during the environmental selection phase.
As a basis for the comparisons, the DTLZ (Deb et al., 2005) , the WFG , and the knapsack (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) test problem suites are considered since they allow the number of objectives to be scaled arbitrarily (here, ranging from two to 50 objectives 6 ). For the DTLZ problem, the number of decision variables is set to 300, while for the WFG problems, individual values are used (see Table 4 ). As to the knapsack problem, we used 400 items that were modified with mutation probability 1 by one-bit mutation and by one-point crossover with probability 0.5. For each benchmark function, 30 runs are carried out per algorithm using a population size of N = 50 and a maximum number g max = 200 of generations (unless the computation time is fixed). The individuals are represented by real vectors, where a polynomial distribution is used for mutation and the SBX-20 operator for recombination (Deb, 2001) . The recombination and mutation probabilities are set according to Deb et al. (2005) .
Statistical Comparison Methodology
The quality of the Pareto set approximations are assessed using the hypervolume indicator, where for less than six objectives, the indicator values are calculated exactly, and otherwise approximated by Monte Carlo sampling as described in Bader and Zitzler (2008) . When sampling is used, uncertainty of measurement is introduced, which can be expressed by the standard deviation of the sampled value u(Î H (A, R)) = I H (A, R) p(1 − p)/n, where p denotes the hit probability of the sampling process and I H the hypervolume estimate. Unless otherwise noted, 1,000,000 samples are used per Pareto set approximation. For a typical hit probability between 10% to 90% observed, this leads to a very small uncertainty below 10 -3 in relation to I H . Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the uncertainty will influence the statistical test applied to the hypervolume estimates. If the uncertainty does exert an influence, then the statistical tests become overconservative. Hence, we do not consider uncertainty in the following tests.
Let A i with 1 ≤ i ≤ l denote the algorithms to be compared. For each algorithm A i , the same number r of independent runs are carried out for 200 generations. For formal reasons, the null hypothesis that all algorithms are equally well suited to approximate the Pareto-optimal set is investigated first, using the Kruskal-Wallis test at a significance level of α = 0.01 (Conover, 1999) . This hypothesis could be rejected in all test cases described below. Thereafter, for all pairs of algorithms, the difference in median of the hypervolume is compared.
In order to test the difference for significance, the Conover-Inman procedure is applied with the same α level as in the Kruskal-Wallis test (Conover, 1999) . Let δ i,j be 1 if A i turns out to be significantly better than A j , and 0 otherwise. Based on δ i,j , for each algorithm A i the performance index P (A i ) is determined as follows: This value reveals how many other algorithms are better than the corresponding algorithm on the specific test case. The smaller the index, the better the algorithm; an index of zero means that no other algorithm generated significantly better Pareto set approximations in terms of the hypervolume indicator.
Results
In the following, we discuss the experimental results grouped according to the foci of the investigations.
Exact Hypervolume Computation Versus Sampling
Next, we compare HypE with RHV. Due to the large computation effort caused by the exact hypervolume calculation, we use only one test problem, namely DTLZ2 with 2, 3, 4, and 5 objectives. Both HypE and HypE* are run with exact fitness calculation (Algorithm 1) as well as with the estimation procedure (Algorithm 3); the former variants are marked with a trailing "e," while the latter variants are marked with a trailing "s." All algorithms run for 200 generations and 30 runs per algorithm were performed. Figure 6 shows the hypervolume values normalized for each test problem instance separately. As one might expect, HypE beats HypE*. Moreover, fitness-based mating selection is beneficial to both HypE and RHV. The two best variants, HypE-e and RHV, reach about the same hypervolume values independent of the number of objectives. Although HypE reaches a better hypervolume median for all four of the different numbers of objectives, the difference is never significant.
7 Hence, HypE can be considered an adequate alternative to the regular hypervolume algorithms; the main advantage though becomes evident when the respective fitness measures need to be estimated, as will be covered below.
HypE Versus Other MOEAs
Now we compare HypE and HypE*, both using a constant number of samples, to other multi-objective EAs. Table 5 shows the performance score and mean hypervolume on the 17 test problems mentioned in Section 6.1. Except on a few test problems, HypE is better than HypE*. HypE reaches the best performance score overall. Summing up all performance scores, HypE yields the best total (76), followed by HypE* (143), IBEA (171), and the method proposed in Bader et al. (2010) , which yields a total of 295. SPEA2 and NSGA-II reach almost the same score (413 and 421, respectively), clearly outperforming the random selection (626).
In order to better visualize the performance index, we show two figures where the index is summarized for different test problems and numbers of objectives. Figure 7 shows the average performance over all test problems for different number of objectives. Except for two objective problems, HypE yields the best score, increasing its lead in higher dimensions. The version using uniform mating selection, HypE*, is outperformed by IBEA for two to seven objectives and only thereafter reaches a similar score as HypE. This indicates that using nonuniform mating selection is particularly advantageous for a small number of objectives.
Next we look at the performance score for the individual test problems. Figure 8 shows the average index over all numbers of objectives. For DTLZ2, 4, 5, and 7, knapsack, and WFG8, IBEA outperforms HypE. For DTLZ7 and knapsack, SHV is better than HypE. For WFG4, HypE* has the lowest hypervolume. For the remaining 10 test problems, HypE reaches the best mean performance.
Note that the above comparison is carried out for the case of all algorithms run for the same number of generations, and HypE needs a longer execution time, for example, in comparison to SPEA2 or NSGA-II. We therefore investigate in the following, whether NSGA-II and SPEA2 will not overtake HypE given a constant amount of time. Figure 9 shows the hypervolume of the Pareto set approximations over time for HypE using the exact fitness values as well as the estimated values for different samples sizes M. Although only the results on WFG9 are shown, the same experiments were repeated on DTLZ2, DTLZ7, WFG3, and WFG6, and provided similar outcomes. Even though SPEA2, NSGA-II, and even IBEA are able to process twice as many generations as the exact HypE, they do not reach its hypervolume. In the three dimensional example used, HypE can be run sufficiently quickly without approximating the fitness values. Nevertheless, the sampled version is used as well to show the dependence of the execution time and quality on the number of samples M. Via M, the execution time of HypE can be traded off against the quality of the Pareto set approximation. The fewer number of samples are used, the more the behavior of HypE resembles random selection. On the other hand, by increasing M, the quality of exact calculation can be achieved, at the expense of increasing the execution time. For example, with M = 1,000, HypE is able to carry out nearly the same number of generations as SPEA2 or NSGA-II, but the Pareto set is just as good as when 100,000 samples are used, producing only 1/15 the number of generations. In the example given, M = 10,000 represents the best compromise, but the number of samples should be increased in two cases: (i) the fitness evaluation takes more time, and (ii) more generations are used. Case (i) will affect the faster algorithm much more and increasing the number of samples will influence the execution time much less. Most real world problems, for instance, are considerably more expensive to evaluate than the DTLZ, WFG, and knapsack instances used in this paper. Therefore, the cost of the hypervolume estimation will matter less in most applications. HypE-e Figure 9 : Hypervolume process over ten min of HypE+ for different sample sizes x in thousands (Hy-xk) as well as using the exact values (Hy-e). The test problem is WFG9 for three objectives. HypE is compared to the algorithms presented in Section 6, where the results are split into two figures with an identical axis for the sake of clarity. The numbers at the left border indicate the total number of generations.
In case (ii), HypE using more samples might overtake the faster versions with fewer samples, since those are more vulnerable to stagnation.
Conclusions
This paper proposes HypE, a novel hypervolume-based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that can be applied to problems with arbitrary numbers of objective functions. It incorporates a new fitness assignment scheme based on the Lebesgue measure, where this measure can be both exactly calculated and estimated by means of Monte Carlo sampling. The latter allows for a trade-off of fitness accuracy against the overall computation time budget, which renders hypervolume-based search possible also for many-objective problems, in contrast to other reported algorithms (Emmerich et al., 2005; Igel et al., 2007; Brockhoff and Zitzler, 2007) . HypE is available for download at http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/sop/download/supplementary/hype/. HypE was compared to various state of the art MOEAs with regard to the hypervolume indicator values of the generated Pareto set approximations-on the DTLZ (Deb et al., 2005) , the WFG , and the knapsack (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) test problem suites. The simulations results indicate that HypE is a highly competitive multi-objective search algorithm; in the considered setting, the Pareto front approximations obtained by HypE reached the best hypervolume value in six out of seven cases averaged over all test problems.
A promising direction of future research is the development of advanced adaptive sampling strategies that exploit the available computing resources most effectively, such as increasing the number of samples toward the end of the evolutionary run.
